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Born Again
 
In a day, my life was born again
For i, conquered my sins yesterday
The greatest gift ever gained
For my love to you lies today
 
Beyond my heart, a place of joy
Blooms like a flowering gardens of goal
A heart can be played as a toy
It can never lose heat as a burning coal
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Fighting Against The Wall
 
Three packs of cigarettes in just a day
A couple of beer that's on my way
I smoked and drank without any permission
That's my life, do you have a question?
 
I chose the drugs; I dropped out of the school
'Coz this thing is so cool
I learned a lot from the other world
In just a minute i can't say as word
 
Every night I went to this crowded place
Where everyone saw my beautiful face
I was really happy and i had some fun
But i ask myself 'what have i done? '
 
I went to home and saw my dad
He looked mad but his eyes are sad
I ran to my room and locked the door
I cried on my bed and fell on the floor
 
My heart pumped so fast, and i started to sweat
My hands are shaking, my shirt is wet
While my tears run out of my sight
My mind said that i have to fight
 
I will fight against his wall
Even though it is big and tall
I want to go back, 'coz i can no longer stay
I know God is here, i will just pray
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Goal Driven
 
All I see is what you see
Driven by the heart to come to thee
But different stages might blow your mind
All your eagerness you will find
 
Drive your path in the path of goals
Even if trials make you blow
If something wants to ruin your life
Kill it using your sharp knife
 
Everything in the world you may try,
But success in all, is never tried
Everybody says there is no easy way
But you will realize that easy is the way
 
In the world of impossible, There is possible
Seek through your dreams that you have able,
To achieve your goals, lift your head
To see the door of success that you said
 
Don't hesitate to walk through the doors
Because success will say you roar
You will experience to be gratified
In the world of success you will satisfied
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Good Can Be Bad
 
This two are different with each other
But there are similarities hidden inside their manner
When you seek its true meaning,
Truth will reveal itself what is hiding
 
You will see its true meaning,
When you have a full understanding
With your own understanding,
You will realize that it is rising
 
Rising with a powerful fist
That can eat anyone like having a feast
Without knowing that they are bad
Because you don't know that they are not bad
 
In the end you will realize that you are fooled
By those things that you don't know more
You will become a helpless fool
You will think that it is finished but there is more
 
This suffering will conquer your life
When you cannot pass this trial of life
If you're the first one to give up
They will the one who rule your life up
 
Think that good can be bad
So that you cannot fooled by a bad
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Greatest Fight For Love
 
A good day, a good night
Every day is all right when i see you smile
A good day, for a good fight
Even if i run fast in your mind for miles
 
When i reach your highest heart
I won't stop to have a successful fight
i, here to give you a life with a beautiful art
To make my abstract decision right
 
Whenever you talk to someone
My feelings talk to me, saying envy
And whenever you smile to everyone
My heart feels with a thousand sting of a bee
 
To conquer my feelings is a very hard thing
To conquer my emotion is an easy thing
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Noisy Classroom
 
Enter the room
Feel the zoo
Put your ear
Make it move
Stroke your mouth
Hear it ssshhh...
Cover your ear
Just a little
 
Get your earplug
Hear the animals
Lion is there
Hear it roar
Eagle is there
Hear it scream
Wolf is there
Hear it howl
 
Make them quite
Just like you
Put your hands up
See it sway
See your classmate
Open your mouth
Say ssshhh…
And say thank you
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The New Chapter Of My Life
 
It started from the beginning
And lasted at beautiful ending
Again it will begin in playing
And start in moving
 
 
The new chapter of my life
In the different faces of life
It may be a good life,
It may be a bad life
 
 
But the new story lies on my hand
That is written in every pages of my life
The new chapters are created about my life
Now, all I need is to rely on my own hand
 
 
All I need is to wait and think
About the ending of my chapters that will wink
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True Beauty And Strength
 
A field of blooming flowers
So gracious, so pretty
In front of this, your beauty towers
And this compared to your smile is petty
 
White as snow, beautiful as a rose
Your soul so pure, so good
Wrong maybe right but you always oppose
And the truth is you always lighten the mood
 
People may put you down
But you never remove your smile
Though deep inside i know you frown
You never give an inch even against something vile
 
I know that you're not a caged dove
You can achieve anything my love
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When Fear Conquer My Life
 
The world has many fears
Every people has one of them
Even me, it makes me tears
When fear comes, I'll be one of them
 
Fear is my all time weakness
When fear comes, my world goes round
In my world, you will feel sadness
Because in my world, fear is all around
 
Fear comes to my life,
When happiness comes, it will turn to sadness
Because fear is killing me using its own knife
In my life there are fears that can be my weakness
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Where Are You Love?
 
I'm waiting…….
I'm waiting………..
I'm waiting……………...
I'm waiting………………....
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